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Abstract
The modified integral counting method by control of the high voltage of
photomultipliers (MICM-HV) was investigated to show its applicability for
radioactivity analysis. In the MICM-HV, pulse height spectra of the sample are
measured at various high voltages of photomultipliers in the liquid scintillation counter.
The spectra are converted to integral spectra, which are extrapolated to give the
convergence point. The counting rate at the convergence point corresponds to the
disintegration rate of the sample. The MICM-HV determines the disintegration rate with
one cocktail sample and the method requires no unquenched standard sample.
Keywords: Modified integral counting method, high voltage, photomultiplier,
scintillator

1. Introduction
Liquid scintillation counting (LSC) is widely used for the radioactivity analysis
of beta emitters, whereas LSC requires a quenching correction to determine a counting
efficiency. Several quenching correction methods have been proposed. The quenching
correction is usually carried out using a quench correction curve which is made by a
quenched standard set [1]. Quenched standard sets for both 3H and 14C can be purchased
from some suppliers, whereas standards sets for other nuclides need to be prepared by
oneself. On the other hand, no quenched standard is required in direct methods [1] such
as the integral counting method [2] and the efficiency tracing method [3]. Homma et al.
have proposed the modified integral counting method (MICM) [4, 5]. The MICM has
been used routine works of moderate precision, because no complicated procedure is
necessary. In this method, the disintegration rate is obtained from the integral count rate
of the sample at the zero detection threshold (ZDT). However, 3H unquenched standard
sample which the activity of 3H is known is required to determine the ZDT. The pulse
height spectrum of 3H unquenched sample is measured, and the spectrum obtained is
transformed to the integral spectrum,

IC (Chi ) 

Chmax



Ch Chi
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where IC(Chi) is the integral counts from a given integral channel (Chi) to the
maximum channel (Chmax) and C(Ch) is the count rate at a given channel number,
respectively. The integral spectrum is extrapolated to the disintegration rate of the
standard sample and the ZDT is found. Subsequently, the pulse height spectrum of an
unknown sample is measured and it is converted to the integral spectrum by Eq. (1).
The integral spectrum of the sample is extrapolated to the ZDT, the disintegration rate
of unknown sample is determined the count rate at the ZDT. To know the disintegration
rate of unknown sample the MICM requires an unquenched standard of 3H. The MICM
with various quenched samples (MICM-VQ) requires several quenched samples having
same amount of radioactive material[6]. In the MICM-VQ these spectra are converted
to integral spectra by Eq. (1) and these integral spectra are extrapolated to find the
convergence point which corresponds to the ZDT, because the integral counts at the
ZDT does not depends on the quenching of the sample. The integral count rate at the
ZDT corresponds to the disintegration rate of sample. However, this technique can not
be applied for one sample.
In this study, the determination method of the disintegration rate of one sample
cocktail without an unquenched standard was developed. Several integral spectra of one
sample were obtained by the control of the high voltage of photomultipliers (PMTs).
These spectra were extrapolated to find the ZDT like as the MICM-VQ. The
disintegration rate of the sample was obtained from the integral counts at the ZDT. The
method developed was named as the modified integral counting method by the control
of high voltage of PMTs (MICM-HV). The disintegration rates obtained by the
MICM-HV were compared with those by the MICM-VQ.

2. Experimental

The quenched standard set of

14

C of toluene based scintillator (denoted as TL

set) and that of Ultima Gold (denoted as UG set) were purchased as sample cocktails.
The quenched standard sets were composed of 10 samples which contained same
amount of radioactive material. The disintegration rate of TL set and of UG set were
determined to be 128700 dpm and 122200 dpm by suppliers, respectively. The
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uncertainty of both sets was ±1.3% in 99% confidence level. The five samples of TL set
are named from TL A to TL E with increasing quenching, and the samples of UG set are
from UG 1 to UG 5.
The pulse height spectra from scintillation cocktails were measured by the
liquid scintillation counter, Aloka LSC-LB5. This scintillation counter has three of
PMTs for the scintillation counting with the coincidence unit to reduce the background
counts. This system is equipped the 4000 channel multichannel analyzer to register the
pulse height spectrum of scintillation cocktail. The channel range for measuring the 14C
spectrum was adjusted from 0 to 200 keV. The pulse height spectra of samples were
registered for 10 min when the high voltage of PMTs was controlled in the range from
1500 V to 1540 V.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. MICM with various quenched samples
Nakayama et al. reports MICM-VQ can be applied for various liquid
scintillators such as toluene and Ultima Gold [7]. The disintegration rates of TL and UG
sets were determined by the MICM-VQ. Fig. 1 shows the pulse height spectra of UG set
at 1533 V for PMTs. The abscissa
and the ordinate are the channel
number and the counting rate,
respectively. The pulse height of
UG 1 with the lowest quenching
level is extended to 2500 channel.
However, the pulse height of
quenched samples decreased with
increasing the quenching. On the
other hand, the peak positions of
pulse height spectra were kept.

spectra were obtained under 1533V of the high

These spectra were converted to

voltage of photomultipliers in LSC-LB 5.

the integral spectra with using
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Figure 1. Pulse height spectra of UG set. These
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Eq. (1). They are shown in Fig. 2.
The value of IC decreased with
increasing

Chi.

The

fitting

function was obtained from the
integral spectrum where a second
order function was applied. The
fitting was done for the higher
channel above the peak around
150

channel

when

the

high

channel was set to be satisfied

Figure 2. The integral spectra of UG set. The integral

R 2  0.9997 . The convergence

spectra were obtained from the pulse height spectra

point was found at -13 channel

with using Eq. (1). The high voltage of PMTs was

and the disintegration rate of

adjusted at 1533 V. The bold and thin lines indicate

samples was evaluated to be
123.8 ±0.2 kdpm. Since low

the

obtained

spectra

and

the

fitting

curves,

respectively.

energy beta particles can generate insufficient number of photons to detect, a channel
number of a convergence point has a negative value. The uncertainty of obtained value
is the standard deviation of fitting functions at the convergence point. The counting rate
at the convergence point agreed with the assayed value of UG set. The evaluations of
the disintegration rate of both TL and UG sets at other values of high voltage of PMTs
were listed in Table 1 and 2, respectively. The disintegration rate evaluated agreed with
the assayed value by the supplier. Within the measurement range the high voltage of
PMTs does not influence on the evaluation of the disintegration rate by the MICM-VQ.
Table 1. Obtained value of Toluene quenched set (TL) with MICM-VQ.
High voltage (V)

Convergence

Disintegration rate

[obtained]/[assayed]

point (Chi)

(kdpm)

1500

-1

128.4±0.3

1.00

1510

-2

128.4±0.4

1.00

1520

-1

128.2±0.4

1.00

1533

-3

128.1±0.3

1.00

1540

1

127.3±0.2

0.99
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Table 2. Obtained value of Ultima Gold quenched set (UG) with MICM-VQ.
High voltage (V)

Convergence

Disintegration rate

[obtained]/[assayed]

point (Chi)

(kdpm)

1500

-15

124.2±0.3

1.02

1510

-13

123.9±0.2

1.01

1520

-13

123.9±0.1

1.01

1533

-13

123.8±0.2

1.01

1540

-12

123.4±0.2

1.01

3.2. MICM by control of high voltage of PMTs
The MICM-VQ requires several samples, which contain same amount of
radioactive material, to determine the ZDT. If the several spectra are obtained from one
sample, the disintegration rate of its sample will be determined by using the MICM. By
controlling the high voltage of PMTs, the pulse height from PMTs can be regulated. The
control of high voltages works like an addition of quencher. Therefore, several pulse
height spectra can be obtained from one sample by the control of the high voltages. To
confirm the applicability of the MICM by the control of the high voltage of PMTs
(MICM-HV), the pulse height spectra of both TL and UG sets were obtained under
several different values of high voltage.
Fig. 3 shows the dependence of pulse height spectra on the high voltages of
PMTs. These spectra were
obtained from UG1 which
was

a

less

quenched

sample in UG set. The
pulse height spectra were
stretched to the higher
pulse

height

side

with

increasing high voltage of
the PMTs. However, the
peak position of the pulse
height

spectra

maintained around 150
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was

Figure 3. Pulse height spectra of UG 1 at various high voltages
of PMTs in LSC-LB5.
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channel. This change in
the

spectra

with

the

variation of high voltages
was similar to the effect of
the quenching as shown in
Fig. 1. In other words, the
control of the high voltage
of PMTs can provide a set
of spectra like a set of
quenched samples. These
spectra

obtained

were

converted to the integral
spectra with using Eq. (1)

Figure 4. The integral spectra of UG 1 at various high voltages
of PMTs. The bold and thin lines indicate the obtained spectra
and the fitting curves, respectively.

as shown in Fig. 4. All
integral spectra monotonically decreases. These spectra were fitted by a second order
function. The fitting curves from the integral spectra obviously show the convergence
point at 7 channel. The counting rate at the convergence point was found to be 121.2
Table 3. Obtained value of Toluene quenched set with MICM-HV.
Sample

Convergence

Disintegration rate

[obtained]/[assayed]

point (ch.)

(kdpm)

TL A

35

124.6±0.1

0.97

TL B

35

124.2±0.2

0.97

TL C

30

124.0±0.3

0.96

TL D

21

124.3±0.2

0.97

TL E

9

125.4±0.2

0.97

Table 4. Obtained value of Ultima Gold quenched set with MICM-HV.
Sample

Convergence

Disintegration rate

[obtained]/[assayed]

point (ch.)

(kdpm)

UG 1

7

121.2±0.1

0.99

UG 2

-23

125.3±0.2

1.03

UG 3

6

120.3±0.2

0.98

UG 4

-9

123.0±0.2

1.01

UG 5

-15

124.3±0.2

1.02
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kcpm. The integral spectra of both TL and UG sets were obtained, and the disintegration
rates were evaluated from the convergence point. These results of TL and UG were
listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. In TL set, the disintegration rates evaluated were
3 % less than the assayed value. The values evaluated for UG set slightly deviated from
the assayed value within ±3 %. These results indicate that the MICM-HV can be used
for the radioactivity measurement of moderate precision. It is also worth to mention that
the MICM-HV is able to determine the disintegration rate from only one sample and it
was applicable for various scintillators.

4. Conclusions

A new method based on the MICM, MICM-HV, was developed for the
measurement of disintegration rate of a single sample without unquenched standard.
The pulse height spectra of a sample were measured under various high voltages of
PMTs in the commercial liquid scintillation counter. The pulse height spectra obtained
were converted to the integral spectra to find the convergence point, and the
disintegration rate was determined from the integral counts at the convergence point.
The disintegration rate evaluated by the MICM-HV agreed with the assayed value
within 3 % of deviation. It indicates that the MICM-HV has a potential for the
radioactivity analysis from one sample with moderate precision.
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